A 3-in-1 product that offers a newborn lounger, a reclining high chair and a junior chair.

**Patented “2-in-1” feature**

The larger, junior seat is revealed by simply removing the inner infant seat - thereby creating a totally different product and look.

**A complete seating solution**

A 3-in-1 product that offers a newborn lounger, a reclining high chair and a junior chair.
CHARACTERISTICS
- Easy height adjustment. Press the button on the base of moon with your foot to easily adjust the seat height
- Multi-angle seat recline system; from seated to a reclined position for newborns
- 5 point safety harness with adjustable shoulder cushions
- Aluminium chassis
- Light yet very stable
- Available in two colours: White and Black
- Newborn loungers (0-6 months)
- High chair (6-36 months)
- Junior chair (36 months to 45 kg / 99 lbs)

SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>high chair:</th>
<th>10,5</th>
<th>23,10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>junior chair:</td>
<td>8,2</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from birth up to</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>length:</td>
<td>65 cm</td>
<td>25,60 inch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>width:</td>
<td>55 cm</td>
<td>21,70 inch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max. tray height:</td>
<td>89 cm</td>
<td>35 inch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min. tray height:</td>
<td>71 cm</td>
<td>28 inch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Baby headrest:
Soft reducer cushion that supports baby’s head, protects the back and keeps them in the correct position.

- S101-19BG

Multiple recline positions:
Multi-angle seat recline system; from seated to a reclined position for newborns.

- baby headrest pillow
  (sold separately)
High chair

Booster seat:
Useful for smaller children.

- SH101-03

Booster seat comes included with moon only in USA

Footrest:
Removable and adjustable footrest.

- GH103-BL-02
  - GH102-02

Easy height adjustment:
Press the button on the base of moon with your foot to easily adjust the seat height.
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High chair
(6-36 months)

- Seat pad included

 Booster seat: Useful for smaller children.
 Booster seat comes included with moon only in USA
 Footrest: Removable and adjustable footrest.
 Easy height adjustment:
 Press the button on the base of moon with your foot to easily adjust the seat height.

max. tray height
89 cm / 35 inch

min. tray height
71 cm / 28 inch
Junior chair:
Junior chair (36 months to 45 kg / 99 lbs)

• Junior cushion (sold separately)

Do not use the footrest in the Junior Chair configuration
What you get

High chair + Junior chair

1 safety harness + Seat pad + 2 shoulders pads + 1 footrest

Configurations:

newborn lounger (0 - 6 months)

high chair (6 - 36 months)

junior chair (36 months to 45 kg - 99 lbs)

Junior cushion sold separately
Available colours

Aluminium chassis. Available in two colours: White and Black.

○ White  
H103R-CL

● Black (NEW)  
H103R-BL
Complete the look

Seat pad

- Black: SH101-BB
- White: SH101-SW
- Camel: SH101-CM
- Aubergine: SH101-AG
- Fuchsia: SH101-FC
- Silver: SH101-SV

Junior cushion set

- Black: SH101-02BB
- White: SH101-02SW
- Camel: SH101-02CM
- Aubergine: SH101-02AG
- Fuchsia: SH101-02FC
- Silver: SH101-02SV

Baby headrest: S101-19BG

Booster seat: SH101-03
High chair colour combination

**Black**
H103R-BL

- Black
  SH101-BB
- Aubergine
  SH101-AG
- Fuchsia
  SH101-FC

**White**
SH101-SW

- Silver
  SH101-SV

**Camel**
SH101-CM
Junior chair colour combination

Black
H103R-BL

- Black
  SH101-02BB

- White
  SH101-02SW

- Camel
  SH101-02CM

- Aubergine
  SH101-02AG

- Fuchsia
  SH101-02FC

- Silver
  SH101-02SV
High chair colour combination

White
H103R-CL

- Black
  SH101-BB
- White
  SH101-SW
- Camel
  SH101-CM
- Aubergine
  SH101-AG
- Fuchsia
  SH101-FC
- Silver
  SH101-SV
Junior chair colour combination

White
H103R-CL

- Black
  SH101-02BB

- White
  SH101-02SW

- Camel
  SH101-02CM

- Aubergine
  SH101-02AG

- Fuchsia
  SH101-02FC

- Silver
  SH101-02SV
Care and maintenance

Cleaning the high chair
To keep the high chair in perfect condition, please bear in mind the following:
• The fabrics and plastics used, comply with the highest heat resistance standards. Nevertheless, the plastic could become yellowish over time. Direct exposure to sunlight will speed up this natural process; this is not considered to be a defect.
• To ensure that your chair and accessories last longer, keep moon clean and do not expose it to direct sunlight or heat sources.
• Check moon on a regular basis and make sure that the locking devices and the other parts are kept in good condition.
• Please contact your retailer if any of the parts need to be repaired or changed.
• Do not use moon if any of the parts are bent, broken or worn until they have been replaced.

Cleaning the frame and seat
• For a thorough cleaning, remove the seat cover and safety harness.
• Clean moon and its parts, including the tray with a damp cloth and a mild cleaning agent. Do not use abrasive detergents or whitening products.
• The tray cannot be washed in the dishwasher.

Cleaning the seat cover
• Clean the cover with a damp cloth and a mild detergent.
• For big stains, remove the seat cover and wash it by hand, put a small amount of neutral detergent directly on the stain and rub it gently with a sponge. Rinse well and leave to dry before putting it back on the seat.
• The harness can be washed by hand. Remember to take the shoulder pads off and then put them back on when it has been washed and dried.

Follow these steps regularly in order to keep the high chair in perfect condition.

The fabrics and plastics are highly resistant, but excessive sun exposure can cause discolouring.

Guarantee

Register your product online at www.mimakids.com
Doing this will activate your warranty and allow us to keep you informed of possible product updates.

Your product adheres to current safety requirements and it is guaranteed to be in perfect condition at the time of purchase.

If this product shows signs of fabrication faults during the warranty period (after normal use and following the guidelines laid out in the user manual), please contact the seller.

Warranty conditions:
- The warranty is valid for 24 months starting on the date of purchase. After the warranty period, your authorised Mima service repair centre may charge you a fee for parts and labour to repair your Mima product.
- All product warranties shall not be honoured if presented to a retailer outside of the country where the product was purchased. For the purpose of clarity, this warranty is not world-wide or universal. All costs to repair a product in these circumstances shall be for the cost of the consumer.
- For the warranty to be valid you need to:
  1. Provide your retailer with the original receipt.
  2. Provide your retailer with a description of the defect.
- The warranty only covers the original owner of the product and cannot be transferred to any subsequent owner.
- The warranty entitles the owner to have the product repaired but not to an exchange or refund.

The warranty is not valid in the following circumstances:
• The product has been modified or repaired by a third party not authorized by mima.
• Corrosion or rust on the wheels and chassis due to extreme environmental conditions, including high humidity, salt spray, ice or snow or due to insufficient maintenance.
• The damage was caused by improper usage or maintenance or due to misuse by the user; in particular, failure to comply with these instructions for use as described in this user manual.
• The damage was caused as the result of an accident or airline/transport damage.
• Normal wear and tear should be expected when this product is used daily.
• The fabric may become discolored or become damaged due to washing or excessive exposure to direct sunlight.
• The damage is the result of overloading (exceeding the maximum weight allowance for the child and any items being carried) on the stroller.